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PillHelp Works®

MTM OFFICE SUITE
Program Provides Complete Infrastructure for Pharmacists

PillHelp Brings Award Winning MTM
Application to Pharmacists

Proven Effectiveness Personal Experience

Donald Thibodeau, Pharm.D. and CEO, with Chris Gann,

Pillhelp Works® is the office
infrastructure Dr. Thibodeau
developed for his own practice.
He realized that there was
nothing available to pharmacists
who wanted to provide MTM
consultations to anyone who
requested them, and to do so for
a consultation fee. Dr. Thibodeau
has provided care for an amazing
variety of cases.

CIO, of PillHelp, Inc. are bringing the award-winning
PillHelp Works® (Click on News), a turnkey MTM office suite,

to pharmacists everywhere. The
surprisingly affordable
pharmacist’s license includes:
Your complete private office suite - fully personalized
with limitless patient charts
Presence on PillHelp.com
Referrals from the PillHelp.com website
Personal HIPAA secure e-mail:
“YourName@pillhelp.com” (est. $50/mo. value, included
at no additional charge.)

HIPAA secure Fax services (est. $50-$75/mo. value,
included at no additional charge.)

POS and direct deposit into your bank account with
credit card reader (est. $100/mo. value. Services provided
by SquareUp - free to you.)

Tech support provided by actual collleagues
Marketing & PR support (‘ready to print’ personal
business cards, brochures, special RX pads, press
releases, Local announcement of your practice
opening, etc.)

MTM “How to” Articles

“News” on PillHelp.com

90% of his patients would not
have been eligible for services
under the current federal triage
protocol. His cases have included
all ages. Patients have been
simple to
complex.
His first case
was a
physician
referral. The
physician
suggested that
the patient pay Dr.
Thibodeau for an hour
of his time to become educated
about his condition and its
treatment. The patient needed to
decrease his anxiety about his
diagnosis in order to take his
medication correctly. The patient
was middle aged and was taking
only one medication! Another
case involved a middle-aged
man who had a 40 med
polypharmacy problem.

PillHelp, Inc.

PillHelp Works®

Elements of Application
PillHelp Works® is a robust and dynamic MTM
office application. It provides
the complete infrastructure
needed to establish your
practice and to provide
services.
Compliance with Federal
MTM standards of care.
Documentation and
communications are
personalized with your
practice information and
logo (i.e.. letterhead, emails, invoices, and
receipts).
Time clocks: one to track
total time with each patient and another to
calculate a time-stamp for each activity
generating a fee.
Manual Fee and Invoice details override.

Easy to execute medication lists, including
your special notes.
Unique sensitivities data
documentation and alerts.
Documentation is
archived by date and type.
Detailed consult notes,
progress notes, intra-office
notes, etc.
Lab data
Templates
Powerful fees and billing
interface with a POS to
accept all types of
payments for your services
anywhere!
Of course, PillHelp Works®
is cloud based and compatible with any
device.
Super intuitive user interface.

The Independent General MTM Practice Model

Our general independent MTM practice model
makes a profound impact on our patients. It can
bring you a level of professional satisfaction that
you have longed for - but thought would be
impossible.
Dr. Thibodeau has been successfully providing
MTM services for decades. He has always
requested, and received, his fees paid “out of
pocket”. He has fine-tuned this office infrastructure.
Now he wants to help you to discover the same
professional satisfaction that he has enjoyed.

Dr. Thibodeau’s patient
office at Apothicare-360

Request PillHelp Works® Licensee Information
We have worked hard to offer you the greatest opportunity
for professional and financial success. We are keeping your
costs to a minimum. Plus, you are likely to recover those
costs as tax deductions. But you must take the next step …

Click for Demo

PillHelp, Inc. business office, seeing
patient

